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Gibbons Sees Results
Viet Nam Coup Eases Problems
By L. T. STIDMON
On the surface, three problems 
appear to have been solved by the 
military coup in South Viet Nam, 
according to Gerard Gibbons, as­
sistant professor of political sci­
ence.
Mr. Gibbons bases his state­
ments on knowledge of the Far 
East, which he gained from, having 
served the United States govern­
ment as a political analyst in Ko­
rea and Japan and from readings.
The apparent results of the coup 
are:
1. The cleavage in body politic 
between Catholics and Buddhists, 
has been lessened.
2. Relations with the United 
States appear to 
be greatly im­
proved. 3. The 
question of world 
p u b l i c  opinion 
toward the Viet­
namese govern­
ment has been 
resolved, at least 
temporarily. “ I 
feel that the new 
Gibbons military regime 
will be an improvement,”  he said.
Mr. Gibbons said “ indications 
are the new military regime will 
be as anti-Communist as the pre­
vious one.”
He believes “ that the New York 
Times’ hopes for a genuine demo­
cratic government are illusory. The 
best that can be hoped for under 
the circumstances is simply a 
broadened basis of popular sup­
port.”
Mr. Gibbons looks for continu­
ance of the military regime, but 
he does not think that the way 
ahead will be smooth.
“Difficulties are inherent in 
United States dealings with inde­
pendent militaristic r e g i m e s ,  
wherever they are found, particu­
larly in the Orient,” he said.
Commenting on the deaths, ei­
ther by murder or suicide, of Pres.
Ngo Dinh Diem and his brother, 
Nhu, Mr. Gibbons said:
“ I don’t believe that the two 
brothers committed suicide and it 
is even harder to believe that they 
would do it in a Roman Catholic 
Church.”
Mr. Gibbons said that “ the fact 
that the coup occurred at all tends 
to prove that the government had 
actually engaged in rather brutal 
repressive acts against Buddhist 
monks despite Madame Nhu’s 
public statements to the contrary.
“Even if Madame Nhu’s charges 
that certain Buddhist monasteries 
were Communist infiltrated were 
true, this does not mean that the
Buddhists in this new government 
likewise are tinged with Commu­
nism,” he said.
“ I can’t agree with Madame Nhu 
that the degree of repression was 
seriously exaggerated by American 
newsmen because European news­
men, reporting to their capitals, 
related the same information.”
The coup, he said, points out 
that there were repressive meas­
ures being applied, so Mrs. Nhu 
was either misinformed or not tell­
ing the truth.
“The Pope himself had publicly 
deplored the persecution of the 
Buddhists by the Diem regime,”  he 
concluded.
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NO STRAIGHT FLUSH— Shirley Blomgren, left, 
freshman business administration major, and Mary 
Lindsay, freshman in elementary education, put on 
“poker faces” for the Kaimin photographer to ex­
press their feeling about the number of tickets sold 
so far for the Grizzly Special which is scheduled to 
leave Missoula at 6:30 aun. Saturday for the foot­
ball game in Bozeman. So far only 46 tickets have 
been sold, and unless 250 additional tickets are sold
by 3 p.m. Friday, the train will be canceled. Round 
trip tickets are available in the Lodge for $7.50, and 
the return fare is good for five days so students do 
not have to return Sunday. If the train trip is held, 
refreshments and music by the Bob Dexter Group 
will be provided. Rides from the train station to 
the campus in Bozeman have been arranged. (Kai­
min photo by John Lumb.)
A d  Control Sought 
In Minor Publications
A resolution to control the so­
licitation of advertising by minor 
campus publications was asked of 
Publications Board yesterday by 
Andrew C. Cogswell, dean of stu­
dents.
Last summer Dean Cogswell 
stopped Alpha Phi sorority and 
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity from 
publishing a pin-up type calendar 
of campus queens. The calendar 
contained advertising by a Mis­
soula store.
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In another incident blotters were 
sold last summer on campus with 
advertising solicited from down­
town merchants.
Phil Miller, Publications Board 
chairman, asked members to pre­
pare a resolution by next week.
Miller also said that deadline for 
applications for Venture editor, 
business manager and art editor is 
Nov. 20.
He said that there are “a few” 
people in the English department 
interested in being adviser of Ven­
ture, the student literary magazine.
Calling U . . .
Christian Science Organization, 
6:30 p.m., Room 103, Music Build­
ing.
Cosmopolitan Club, 8 p.m., Con­
gregational Church. Important 
business meeting and entertain­
ment.
Masquers, 3 p.m., Masquer
Lounge. Coffee, entertainment.
MSU Sports Car Club, 7:30, Con­
ference Room One, the Lodge. 
New members welcome.
Theta Sigma Phi, 12 p.m., Com­
mittee Room Two, the Lodge.
Tryouts for “Hedda Gabler,” 
“The Bear,” “Beauty and the 
Beast”  and two original plays, 
“Randles” and “Requiem,”  4 p.m. 
and 7:30 p.m., Masquer Theater.
Wesley Foundation, Skeptic’s 
Comer, 7:30 p.m., 1327 Arthur.
Opposition to Degree 
For EMCE Subject 
Of Meeting Tonight
Central Board will meet tonight 
at 6:30 in the College Inn to state 
definite reasons why it opposes 
the granting of a liberal arts de­
gree to Eastern Montana College 
of Education.
“As we feel strongly on this 
matter, and, as it will come up 
before the Board of Regents sooner 
than we thought, we want to get 
our opinion to the Board and the 
governor before they meet,”  Rick 
Jones, ASMSU president, said at 
last night’s CB meeting.
Jones feels the matter will be 
settled when the Board of Regents 
meets next Thursday.
He appointed a committee head­
ed by George Cole to examine and 
draw up a set of resolutions ex­
plaining reasons for opposition to 
the granting of such a degree.
Tonight’s meeting will be public.
Other Business
In other business, Philip J. Hess 
explained the advantages of an FM 
radio to the Board and the Board 
approved by-law changes referring 
to the Kaimin.
Mr. Hess, director of radio-tele­
vision studios, said that Pres. Rob­
ert Johns has indicated he favors 
■ an FM station.
Although the President does not 
feel such a station should have fi­
nancial priority over the many 
other requests he has received, he 
did say he would support this in 
any way he could, Hess said.
“The FM station would have ab­
solutely no restrictions as to hours 
of broadcast. We could sign on at 
odd hours in order to broadcast 
special events,” he continued.
“The only advantage an AM sta­
tion would have would be the 
number of receivers that are al­
ready in use,”  Hess said.
An AM station would be a dis­
advantage for several reasons, he 
said.
“With this type station we would 
have to apply for a commercial li­
cense; we would have to find a 
frequency; an outside engineer
would have to be consulted; the 
equipment would be more expen­
sive and we would have broadcast 
hours—probably 12-16 hours a 
day, seven days a week,” Hess 
said.
The Board has a lengthy discus­
sion on two new by-laws in ref­
erence to the Kaimin business 
manager and photographer.
Wilbur Wood, Kaimin editor, 
and Ed Nicholls, business mana­
ger, asked that an assistant to the 
business manager be added to the 
Kaimin staff.
Because of the rising amount of 
advertising in the Kaimin, the rep­
resentatives of the paper felt the 
business of the paper has become 
more than one man can effectively 
control.
Without asking for an increase 
in the budget, feeling that a salary 
could be paid out of the increased 
advertising revenue, Wood asked 
for the appointment of an assistant 
to the business manager two weeks 
prior to the end of winter quarter.
In this way the person selected 
could become familiar with the 
business management of the Kai­
min, and could possibly become 
business manager the following 
year, Wood said.
A  discussion followed as to 
whether the by-law should “rec­
ommend”  or “ require”  that an ap­
plicant for the position have a 2.5 
grade point average.
The Kaimin, through Publica­
tions Board, also asked a by-law 
be added to allow the Kaimin to 
appoint an assistant or assistants 
to the Kaimin photographer.
The assistant or assistants would 
work at a combined or maximum 
salary of $20-$25.
Nicholls and Wood stressed the 
need for assistants in these two 
areas.
After more discussion and re­
jection of a motion to send this 
proposal to Planning Board, Cen­
tral Board approved these by-law 
additions.
Female-Male Ratio at U Now 2  to 5
Women’s enrollment at MSU fi­
nally has exceeded the traditional 
ratio of one female to every three 
males.
Now it’s two females to every 
five males.
Information released yesterday 
reveals that there are 1,416 women 
enrolled as full- and part-time 
students.
There are 3,330 men enrolled for 
a total of 4,746 students as of 
Nov. 1.
The freshman class leads enroll­
ment with 1,022 men and 533 
women.
Sophomores have 779 men and 
339 women, juniors, 584 men and 
267 women, and seniors, 601 men 
and 223 women.
Graduates not working toward 
a graduate degree include 197 men 
and 36 women. Graduate degree 
candidates number 147 men and 18 
women.
The total enrollment includes 
161 students who have transferred 
from other units in the University
System and 45 students who have 
transferred from private Montana 
colleges.
The ranks include 878 students 
from other states, territories and 
possessions of the United States 
and 172 foreign students, including 
Canadians.
The enrollment of 4,746 this year 
compares to 4,334 in 1962 and 4,103 
in 1961. The enrollment projected 
for this year by the office of the 
executive secretary last summer 
was 4,483.
Missoula County leads all others
with 1,312 students enrolled. Cas­
cade County is second with 307, 
followed by Flathead and Yellow­
stone Counties with 219 and 203 
students respectively.
Enrollment in the College of 
Arts and Sciences is 3,123.
Enrollments in the other schools: 
Business administration, 199; 
business administration -  law, 9; 
elementary and secondary educa­
tion, 477; fine arts (art, drama, 
music), 234; forestry, 274; phar­
macy, 212; journalism, 121, and 
law, 97.
'W ant Your Sister to . . .  ? ’
“Would you want your sister to marry one?”
Even Harry Truman said it a month or so ago.
Of course, nobody ever considers whether “one” wants to 
marry your sister. But then, not many people ever have asked 
“one” much of anything.
“One” of course is the Negro in America. A  week or so ago 
the Kaimin ran a guest editorial from Saturday Review in 
which Norman Cousins asserted that the “Negro problem” is 
no longer a Southern problem but a national one.
Contrary to what may be a popular opinion, there is a prob­
lem in Montana, too. The origins and legal aspects of the prob­
lem and how the problem here differs from conditions in the 
South and in northern urban areas are the topics of a panel 
discussion Sunday evening at the University Congregational 
Church. The discussion, sponsored by a group of campus- 
affiliated Christian church groups, will not be a bland rehash 
of fatuously unrealistic moral pronouncements. The talk should 
cut through to the heart of things, such as why “one” shouldn’t 
marry your sister, or if that is a fair kind of approach at all.
Two University students —  one from Louisiana and one 
from Africa —  a former and a present faculty member, and a 
Negro minister make up the panel. Questions from the floor 
will be encouraged. The meeting is open to the public. We 
heartily recommend that you attend. — whw
The Third One's for Your Folks . . .
Everybody’s trying to sell you something. Glance at today’s 
Kaimin and this fact becomes evident from the business ads 
and from the picture about the sale of train tickets for this 
weekend’s Bozeman game.
The Kaimin is trying to sell something, too. The Kaimin is 
trying to sell the last 40 or so copies of Bruce Sievers’ depth 
analysis of the German situation, the series that the Kaimin 
ran the second week of school.
Copies, in pamphlet form, are at the Lodge desk. They are 
25 centavos apiece. They are worth it.
We want to break even, and we’re almost home. How about 
scraping up a quarter and purchasing one or two. (The second 
is for you roommate.)
Or three? (The third is to send home to your folks.) —whw—
Is Missoula or 'Fahrenheits' Bigger?
To the Kaimin:
This letter is written in refer­
ence to Edward Wanek’s letter of 
Nov. 5, pertaining to “bigger Mis­
soula fahrenheits.”
Until now, I have been under 
the impression that a curriculum 
in the School of Pharmacy helps 
one to develop an analytical mind. 
Mr. Wanek’s letter has destroyed 
that impression altogether (unless 
he is an exception to the rule).
Is Mr. Wanek really dense 
enough to think that the phrase, 
“bigger Missoula fahrenheits,”  re­
fers to larger fahrenheits, or did 
he write a letter to the Kaimin 
just to see his name in print?
It seems that our pharmacy sen­
ior’s English courses have been 
wasted, for he should be able to 
see that the adjective bigger modi­
fies Missoula, not fahrenheits. 
Even I, a lowly freshman, can de­
duct that. Also, Mr. Wanek’s use 
of the words “bucolic”  and “ade­
noidal,” in describing a local radio 
announcer, is out of order, since 
they are totally unrelated, define 
absolutely nothing, and add only 
to the general confusion of his 
letter. He shows his lack of an
adequate vocabulary by the use of 
the sentence, “What a puke 
phrase.” It must have been a pro­
digious strain on Mr. Wanek’s 
mental powers to fabricate that 
sentence.
I have seen freshmen in high 
school write with more maturity 
and originality than Mr. Wanek. 
I refer especially to the paragraph 
in which he writes, “The nitwit 
originator of ‘bigger Missoula fah­
renheits’ might be adminstered an 
enema of hot lead in Missoula . . . 
etc.”  The phrase, “an enema of hot 
lead,”  was obviously taken from 
part two of an autobiography by 
Lenny Bruce, featured in the No­
vember issue of Playboy. (Page 
157, column 2, paragraphs one and 
two.)
In short, I believe that Mr. 
Wanek has written over 145 words 
without saying one thing, and I 
suggest that if he craves real en­
tertainment on his level, he should 
put a mop bucket over his head 
and talk to himself.
PHILIP M. ROACH 
Freshman, Wildlife 
Management
Farm-Labor Institute to Start 
Tomorrow Evening on Campus
“Extremists,”  civil rights and 
medical care will be discussed at 
the 20th Farmer-Labor Institute 
at MSU tomorrow through Satur­
day.
Registration will begin Friday 
evening at 6:30. Following regis­
tration, Chairman James S. Um­
ber, president of the Montana 
AFL-CIO, will give the opening 
remarks to a joint session of the 
institute and the Montana Teach­
ers’ Federation, also meeting this 
weekend.
The Friday evening program 
will center on a speaker of na­
tional prominence or on a legis­
lative panel concentrating on 
issues of importance to Montanans.
Saturday morning’s schedule 
will begin with an address by Ed 
Lashman, Denver, regional public 
relations director of the AFL-CIO. 
The topic will be “Extremists." 
This will be followed by a panel 
discussion on the Montana scene. 
Mr. Lashman, Ted Townsend, edi­
tor of the Montana Farmers Union 
News, and Harry L. Billings, editor 
of The People’s Voice will lead 
the discussion.
Saturday afternoon will be de­
voted to the AFL-CIO’s Commit­
tee on Political Civil Rights. Phil 
Weightman, Washington, D.C., 
will speak.
Ray Atkinson, president of the 
Saskatchewan Farmers Union will 
be the speaker at the Saturday 
evening banquet at the Hotel Flor­
ence. He will speak on “Medical 
Care in Saskatchewan.”  Members 
of both institutes will attend.
The institute winds up Sunday 
with a panel on “Expanding the 
Montana Economy.” Moderator 
will be Dr. Joe Kelly, Helena, 
executive director of the Montana 
State Democratic Central Commit­
tee. Miss Lucile Speer, MSU doc­
uments librarian, will head the 
summary of the institute.
All meetings will be open to the 
public.
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WES STRANAHAN’S
Missoula
Typewriter
Company
531 South H ig g in s  
Phone 542-2022
TYPEWRITER REPAIR 
ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
Refunds Offered 
By Radio Employe
To the Kaimin:
Greetings and salutations to Mr. 
Wanek (November 5, 1963).
“Thanks for listening, our rating 
rises as the fahrenheits fall. Sorry 
you didn’t enjoy the show, stop on 
out sometime, we would be more 
than happy to refund your money.” 
Thank you, regards,
JACK SELWAY 
Staff, KYLT
IF YOUR 
HEELS ARE 
SCUFFED, BROKEN 
OR OUT-OF-STYLE 
WE WILL MAKE 
STYLISH 
REPLACEMENTS
Youngren 
Shoe Shop
121 West Front
Knowles Hall 
Girls!
Asked that guy to 
your dance, yet?
Make-up from DON’S 
will make you
Courageous
and
Irresistible
FIRST: A  trip to DON’S  
NOW: Ask!
DON’S DRUG
1407 S. Higgins
? e o s a k e
M  O  N  D  R I N G S
For Style 
Quality and Value
True artistry is expressed In 
the brilliant fashion styling of 
every Keepsake diamond en­
gagement ring. Each setting is 
a masterpiece of design, re­
flecting the full brilliance and 
beauty of the center diamond 
. . .  a perfect gem of flawless 
clarity, fine color and meticu­
lous modern cut.
Authorized Keepsake Jew­
elers may be listed in the Yellow 
Pages. Visit one in your area 
and choose from many beauti­
ful styles, each with the name 
“Keepsake” in the ring and on 
the tag.
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send two new booklets, “How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" 
and “Choosing Your Diamond Rings,” both for only 25?. Also send special 
offer of beautiful 44 page Bride’s Book.
Name__________________________________________________________________ __________________ _
aririruM
City______________________________________ c.n Sfata__________
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Pageant Leads to - rExciting9 Time
ROBERTA'- TARBOX
For Fine Dining That Fits the Student Budget . . .
THE GOLDEN PHEASANT
RESTAURANT or CAFETERIA
For Quick Service Try Our Takeout Window '
—  Phone 9-9953 —
Large Selection of American and Chinese Dishes
RESTAURANT OPEN FROM 11 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT 
CAFETERIA OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 8 P.M., CLOSED SUNDAYS 
—  316-18 NORTH HIGGINS —
—
the Dukes 
Swing downtown
Fri. Nov. 8 
9 -1
Check Fri. Missoulian 
for our ad
By VICKY BURKART 
Kaimin Reporter
“Participating in the Miss MSU 
pageant led to one of the most 
exciting summers of my life,”  Ro­
berta Tarbox said.
A chance for this “exciting sum­
mer” is available to MSU women 
in the 1963-64 Miss MSU pageant.
Miss Tarbox, 1962-63 Miss MSU 
and Miss Montana, will crown the 
new Miss MSU at the pageant in 
January.
“The university pageant re­
quired serious work,” she said. “ I 
spent most of my time perfecting 
my talent, but preparing clothes 
for the pageant, as well as learning
to walk correctly for the various 
judgings, took time also.
The Miss MSU competition was 
similar to the Miss Montana com­
petition held in Billings during the 
summer, she said, but candidates 
were on television for the state 
pageant.
“Most exciting of all was the 
Miss America pageant. I sang be­
fore an audience of 20,000, and 
just competing for the title was an 
honor and great experience,”  Miss 
Tarbox said.
The 1963 Miss MSU pageant 
preparations have begun this week 
with the nominations of candidates 
from the campus living groups.
Applications are at the Lodge 
desk for those MSU women who
wish to compete but are not spon­
sored by a living group.
Applicants must be single, have 
attended the University for at least 
one year, and have at least a 2.3 
grade-point average. Women must 
also be between the ages of 18 and 
28 to compete.
The applicant must possess and 
display talent in a three-minute 
routine of singing, dancing, play­
ing a musical instrument, giving a 
speech on her chosen career or 
doing a dramatic reading.
Applications are due Monday, 
and applicants will be notified of 
their eligibilty by Wednesday, ac­
cording to Diane Schmoll, Miss 
MSU Pageant chairman.
Feature K A I M I N  Page
More Than Miles Separate 
Students From Homeland
By PAT ROSE 
Kaimin Reporter
Thousands of miles, American 
ways and customs and the educa­
tional system in the United States 
separate more than 50 foreign stu­
dents from their homelands.
These students have come to 
MSU from Europe, the United 
Kingdom, India, Africa, the Far 
East, South America, Iran, Iraq 
and Jordan.
The governments of many of 
these students sent them, and 
nearly all of them have scholar­
ships.
Sami Mohammad, a graduate 
forestry major from Iraq was sent 
to MSU by the government of Iraq.
He has a full-ride scholarship 
which also pays his traveling ex­
penses to and from the Univer­
sity.
“ I had no choice as to what 
school I would attend. My govern­
ment sent me to Montana,”  he 
said.
When the student returns to 
Iraq he will work for the govern­
ment for two years to repay his 
country for sending him ‘ to MSU.
Missoula is not too much differ­
ent from his part of Iraq, he said, 
adding that “it snows in Iraq, too.”
Lucia Marchese, who arrived in 
the United States from Italy, ma­
jors in German. Although this is 
her first year at the University 
she spent two years at college in 
Italy.
Miss Marchese also came to 
MSU on a government scholarship 
which she received from the Insti­
tute of International Education. 
In Italy, she said, although many 
people study English, they find it 
difficult to speak it fluently.
One of the striking differences 
Miss Marchese noticed between 
Italy and the United States was 
the attitude of children toward 
their parents. “Here, the children 
command their parents, something
STUDENTS!
WE FEATURE
• fe  Brake Service 
Tune-ups 
Do-It-Yourself
CAR WASH
Be sure and get your car 
serviced and winterized at the
Brooks Street 
Conoco
510 Brooks
10 Minutes From Campus
which is never done in Italy,” she 
said.
“ I have a ' different idea of 
America now than I did before I 
came. From your American movies 
I thought everyone would be di­
vorced and there would be money 
in the streets,”  she said.
A freshman liberal arts major, 
Hansjakob Siber, who arrived frrm 
Switzerland six weeks ago, holds 
a one year government scholar­
ship.
Siber said he disliked American 
movies and was sure that life in 
the United States would be dif­
ferent from the way the movies 
pictured it.
In Switzerland, Siber went to a 
school for boys, in which students 
were grouped according to intel­
ligence. Here, he said, he is 
“ thrown in with all types of peo­
ple.”
“People are nice to me here,”  he 
said. “When I first came here I 
went to Main Hall to get a catalog 
to send my parents. The secretary 
realized I was a foreign student 
and told me to come to her if I - 
had any problems. This surprised 
me. It never happened to me be­
fore,”  Siber said.
Before returning to Switzerland, 
probably next summer, Siber plans 
to travel around the United States.
Livingston Soans, a graduate 
student from India, has been at 
MSU for two years.
“The university life in India is 
similar to that here but India does 
not have a credit system,”  he said.
MSU is a good school for under­
graduates, but the graduate pro­
gram lacks facilities, he added.
In India, he continued, students 
start learning English in high 
school.
All teaching at the university 
level in India is done in English, 
he said.
Soans has a Fulbright exchange 
scholarship.
Ling Ling Chiang, a pharmacy 
major from Indonesia, has been in 
the United States for slightly more 
than a year.
This is her first quarter at MSU. 
Before coming to Montana Miss 
Chiang spent one year going to 
school in California. Thete she met 
Prof. Selma Herr, former MSU 
student, who urged Miss Chiang 
to come to the University.
Although very few people in 
Indonesia speak English, Miss Chi­
ang said the language is taught in 
the high schools there.
“One difference between schools 
in Indonesia and America is that 
here you can choose the subjects 
you want to take,”  she said.
“America life pictured in the 
movies is much different from 
what it really is,”  she said.
Upon completion of her educa­
tion at MSU, Miss Chiang plans to 
return to Indonesia.
Although co-ordinated activities 
between these foreign students 
and other students are few, Cos­
mopolitan Club is organized for 
this purpose. The club sponsors 
the International dinner each 
spring.
WRA Swim Meet 
Adds Novelty Acts
Balloons, soggy sweatshirts and 
clothes pins will help entertain 
spectators at the WRA Swim Meet 
tonight.
The addition of novelty races for 
team competition will involve four 
member teams swimming the 
length of the pool one at a time. 
Each novelty section such as 
changing sweatshirts and popping 
balloons is designed to add variety 
to the familiar speed and form 
events.
The meet, in the New Pool, from 
7 p.m.-9 p.m., is open to the public.
LUCYS INC.
330 North Higgins
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Sport - Fo ley -
By DAN FOLEY 
Dillon Impressive
It seems that Terry Dillon made quite an impression in his debut as 
a professional football player in the Minnesota Vikings’ 21-13 victory 
over the Los Angeles Rams Sunday.
Dillon, 1960-62 MSU gridder and a participant in last year’s East- 
West Shrine Football Game, was praised by Viking coach Norm Van 
Brocklin after his defensive work against the Rams.
A native of Hopkins, a suburb of Minneapolis, Dillon was placed on 
the Vikings’ active roster early last week after injuries gave the team 
an opening.
Dillon had been on the “ taxi” squad until that time after an early- 
season injury forced him to the sidelines. Most members of the “ taxi” 
squad receive about $250 a week to practice and keep in shape in case 
they are needed as was the case with Dillon.
Came Through
“Terry Dillon in the secondary was playing his first game as a pro. 
And did he come through for us?” Van Brocklin was quoted as saying 
by the Minneapolis Morning Tribune.
Sid Hartman’s sports column in the Monday Tribune said that Van 
Brocklin and his defensive coach Harry Gilmer would not know how 
well Dillon did as free safety until they studied movies of the game, but 
they guessed that he had made no serious errors.
“Dillon’s always had the ability to do the job,” said Van Brocklin. 
“ The big thing he had to do was to learn what we are trying to do.”
Hartman’s column went on to say that Dillon said he didn’t recall the 
Rams completing any passes in his area except for some short ones.
Learning
“ I’ve learned a lot of football since I reported to Bemidji,” said 
Dillon. “We had always played a zone pass defense in college. This 
man-to-man wasn’t easy for me.
“ I was a little nervous at the start. But once the game started I was 
okay. This was an opportunity I didn’t know I’d ever get. Now that I 
have the chance to play, I don’t want to hurt myself.”
Dillon finished 11th in the nation in yards gained rushing last year 
with 768 yards in 131 attempts for a 5.2 average. His rushing average 
was fourth in the nation.
But the Vikings probably will not use Dillon on offense, John Thomp­
son, Minnesota public relations director, told the Kaimin last week. 
Viking coaches feel his real potential is on defense.
Old Grizzly-Bobcat Rivalry 
Has New Big Sky Setting
R ams, SAE Tangle Today 
For Football Championship
Rams and Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
will play for the all-intramural 
touch football championship this 
afternoon at 4 on Field 2 of the 
Clover Bowl. Both teams won 
semifinal games yesterday after­
noon.
The winner of today’s game will 
meet the Montana State intra­
mural champion in Bozeman Sat­
urday morning.
SAE 19, SN 0
Sigma Alpha Epsilon blanked 
Sigma Nu 19-0.
A 15-yard penalty led to SAE’s 
first score in the second quarter. 
The penalty enabled them to gain
SKIERS TO MEET
All skiers interested In racing 
are to meet in the Main Hall Audi­
torium today at 5 p.m.
SWIMMING ROSTERS DUE 
Intramural swimming rosters 
are to be turned in at the Men’s 
Gym today.
Intramural Standings
Team Won Lost
___________  4 0
SPE .... 11 1
Law School . _______  11 1
SX ........ . .... .. 7 1
PDT .... ......... ........... ........  9 3
S A E _________________ 8 4
T X ____________________ 6 6
Forestry .... ...... .......... 5 7
ATO No. 1 ____________ 5 7
Apothecaries ______:____ 5 7
PSK ________  . 5 7
Raiders .... __ 3 5
Wesley ans 4 8
ATO No. 2 ............... 1 11
DSP ___ ____  _______ 0 8
SN ..... ........... .........  ... 0 8
a first down on the 15-yard line. 
They capitalized on the break 
when Arne Mysse threw a seven- 
yard touchdown pass to Larry 
Oddy. Oddy converted the extra 
point to put his team in the lead, 
7-0.
After the kickoff, Sigma Nu 
started a drive. Buddy Williams 
completed five of six passes to Jeff 
Wollaston during the drive but 
time ran out on Sigma Nu’s only 
serious scoring threat in the game.
In the fourth quarter, Arne 
Mysse intercepted a Sigma Nu 
pass and ran it back 20 yards. On 
the first play after the intercep-
Faculty Bowling
Team W ;L T
Military Science __12 3 16
Physical
Education _____ -  9% 5% 13%
Journalism __ - 10 5 13
Education .... ........ . 10 5 12
C hem -P harm ____  8 7 12
Business
Administration -  8% 6 % 12
Air S cien ce___ __  9 6 11
Math-Physics ___ .... 8 7 11
Botany___________ 7 8 9
Business O ffice___  6 9 9
Physical P lant____  6 9 8
Library ___ .. 6 9 7
Forestry ........ . 5 10 7
High Team Series Math-
Physics, 2411; Chem-Pharm, 2406, 
Physical Education, 2321.
High Team Game: Chem-Pharm, 
837; Math-Physics, 836, Chem- 
Pharm, 795.
High Individual Series: Hayden, 
Math-Physics, 610; P e t e r s o n ,  
Math-Physics, 527, Chinske, P.E., 
513.
High Individual Game: Hayden, 
Math-Physics, 231; Fevold, Chem- 
Pharm, 208, Pettinato, Chem- 
Pharm, 207.
tion. Mysse uncorked a 20-yard 
scoring pass to Don Krumm. The 
conversion attempt failed.
SAE again scored in the fourth 
quarter after another pass inter­
ception by Mysse. Mysse pitched 
a nine-yard pass to Mike Baker 
to complete the game’s scoring.
Rams 9, Candles 6
A first quarter touchdown pass 
from Steve Attardi to Joe Kraja- 
cic proved to be the winning mar­
gin, as the Rams edged Candle GI 
9-6.
The Candles were hampered by 
a rushing Ram defense that held 
Candle quarterback Ken Benja­
min to eight completions in 26 
attempts, including three key in­
terceptions in the game.
Barry Koons kicked the extra 
point after Attardi’s TD pass and 
the Rams added two points in the 
second quarter on a safety.
On the latter score, Benjamin 
was caught in his own end zone 
by Ram lineman Charley Larson 
and the half ended with the score 
9-0 Rams.
A third quarter field goal at­
tempt by the Candles from about 
midfield was wide of the mark 
and the Rams took possession of 
the ball on downs.
Midway in the fourth quarter, 
a Ram pass interference penalty 
set up the Candles’ lone touch­
down.
Two plays. later Pat Campbell 
tossed a 10-yard strike to Dee 
Pohlman and the Ram lead was 
whittled to 9-6. The point after 
kick by Frank Sovka was missed.
CORRECTION 
The Box Office will be open for 
advance ticket sales for Blood 
Wedding on NOV. 13 not Nov. 6
Arch-rivals MSU and MSC will 
clash in their first Big Sky Con­
ference tussle Saturday at Boze­
man.
As usual, “ the record books can 
be thrown away,”  coach Ray Jen­
kins said yesterday. “The records 
mean nothing in this game,”  he 
said.
Traditionally this is one o f . the 
toughest games of the season for 
both teams.
The Bobcats have won five of 
their last six games and are 5-3 
for the season. They are 1-1 in 
Big Sky action. The Grizzlies, 1-7, 
are 0-2 in conference play.
Led by Christison
Leading the Bobcat attack will 
be senior quarterback Ken Chris- 
tison and three fine running 
backs. The backs are halfbacks 
Dan Sundling and Will Fennal and 
fullback Dave Miller.
“ He’s at his best when compe­
tition is toughest,”  coach Jim 
Sweeney of the Bobcats says of "his 
quarterback.
Sundling is leading the Big Sky 
in rushing with 541 yards on 85 
carries. Last weekend against 
North Dakota, he reeled off con­
secutive runs of 35 and 34 yards 
in the Bobcats’ 19-0 victory.
Miller is runnerup for team 
rushing and Fennal is third.
Powerful Ground Game
This gives the Bobcats a power­
SWEAT SOX
PLAIN AND  
COLORED TOPS 
—  DIRTY BOTTOMS —
50lPair
Holiday
Village
ful ground attack to combine with 
the passing of Christison. Christi- 
son is third in Big Sky passing 
with 35 completions in 82 attempts 
for 408 yards. He has had eight 
passes intercepted and has thrown 
four touchdown passes.
Leading the Bobcats in pass re­
ceiving is end Archie Warwick 
with 11 catches for 136 yards and 
one touchdown. Terry Mero is sec­
ond on the team with nine recep­
tions for 99 yards and one touch­
down.
“A  lot depends on the weather 
this weekend,” coach Jenkins said 
yesterday. “ If it is wet and cool 
with a wind I expect to see a run­
ning game, but if it is dry and no 
wind I expect to see wide-open 
play.”
The Grizzlies lead with 42 wins 
to 15 losses with five ties in past 
MSU-MSC games. Last year the 
Grizzlies beat the Bobcats 39-16. 
The Grizzlies haven’t won in Boze­
man since 1955.
The Bobcats have only five 
tackles and four of them have 
been hampered by injuries. They 
have come back to “rally as a 
group,”  Sweeney said.
The Bobcats came of their 
victory last weekend with only 
minor injuries except for an ankle 
injury to tackle Will Weaver about 
which Sweeney is concerned.
ARMY GRIDDERS TO MEET 
AH Army ROTC touch football 
prospects are to meet in ROTC 16 
Tuesday, Nov. 12, at 4 pan.
Congratulations,
Foresters
For a Fine Dance 
We Hope You Have 
Many More of Them
ROGER'S 
PHILLIPS 66
631 South Higgins
“College Special99
GET A  $1.75 PIZZA FOR
25 tf,L E S S
with a FREE college card from
SHARIEF PIZZA PARLOR
West Broadway Phone 3-7312
SHARIEF PIZZA OVEN
Highway 93 South Phone 9-9417
Offer for College Students Only 
FREE DELIVERY ON 3 OR MORE PIZZAS
OPEN 5 pjn. - 12:30 a.m. Weekdays
5 pan. - ???? Friday and Saturday
This Is
THE Saddle Shoe!
Completely leather-lined with leather 
sole and heel. Toe and heel are colored 
burnt ivory with center arch black. A  
sharp shoe with casuals, sport coat and 
tie —  even suits. Colors which mix well
with this shoe are charcoal, 
brown, black and olive. 
Price: $23.95
Made by Taylor of Maine 
Available
only at the Hall Tree
527 N. Higgins
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Equal Competition Idea of Big Sky
(Editor’s Note: The following 
story, the second hElf of rvhich 
will appear tomorrow, concerns 
the rules, regulations and operat­
ing procedures which will govern 
the Big Sky Athletic Conference 
now in its infant season.)
By DAN FOLEY 
Kaimin Sports Editor
With high hopes of creating an 
athletic conference which would 
offer equal competition for all, but 
not place a prohibitive financial 
burden on the members, six 
Northwest schools formed the Big 
Sky Athletic Conference last Feb­
ruary.
The members—MSU, Montana 
State College at Bozeman, Idaho- 
State University at Moscow, Weber 
State College at Ogden, Utah, Uni­
versity of Idaho at Moscow, and 
Gonzaga University at Spokane, 
Wash., were all interested in com­
peting on an equal athletic and 
financial level.
How does the Big Sky plan to 
accomplish this goal and how do 
Its rules and regulations compare 
with MSU’s former conference, the 
Skyline?
The Big Sky will have 10 varsity 
sports—one more than the Skyline 
had when it disbanded in 1962. 
Skiing was not among Skyline 
sports.
MSU in All Sports
Among the six schools, only one, 
MSU, will compete in all 10 sports 
—football, cross country, basket­
ball, skiing, swimming, wrestling, 
baseball, track, golf and tennis— 
in the first year of league play. 
Gonzaga, with only five varsity 
sports, will participate in the least. 
Gonzaga does plan to have varsity 
swimming, wrestling and track 
teams soon.
Most members plan to have 
teams in all sports within a few 
years with the exception of Gon­
zaga, .which will likely not com­
pete in football.
For a champion to be named in 
any of these sports, it will be nec­
essary for at least half the confer­
ence members to participate in the 
sport.
Freshmen Eligible
Freshmen in the Big Sky will 
be eligible in all varsity sports 
except basketball and football. The 
Skyline had a similar ruling, but 
baseball was also included among 
the sports for which freshmen 
were ineligible.
“ In establishing the operating 
code for the new conference, the 
Big Sky was governed by the Na­
tional Collegiate Athletic Associa­
tion rules which apply to all mem­
ber schools,”  Wally Schwank, MSU 
director of athletics, said.
The NCAA allows only three 
"years of varsity competition at 
championship levels.
In order that athletes will be 
'eligible at the end of their senior 
year for championship competition 
—such as the NCAA National Bas­
ketball Championships for which 
the Big Sky champion tentatively 
will be eligible this year—the 
league decided to make freshmen 
ineligible .for varsity basketball 
and football.
Schwank emphasized that this 
ruling does not make an athlete 
who competes in a varsity sport as 
a freshman ineligible for the sport 
his senior year. It only prevents 
him from competing in NCAA 
championship playoffs during his 
senior year.
Ineligible
An example of this situation 
involves MSU track star Doug 
Brown. Last year Brown chose to 
compete as a freshman. As a re­
sult, he is not eligible for the 
NCAA Track and Field Cham­
pionship Meet in his senior year.
SKI SHOW
CLOTHES STYLING  
and
EQUIPMENT 
8 o’clock
TONITE
Elks Club —  $1.00
Hellgate Ski Club, Sponsor
In order to be eligible for var­
sity competition in the Big Sky— 
or any other conference by NCAA 
rules—a student must be enrolled 
in at least 12 quarter hours of 
scholastic work. To remain eligible 
he must have earned 36 quarter 
credits in his previous 12 months 
of enrollment.
Eligibility in the conference is 
also determined by cumulative 
grade points. For each “D” a stu­
dent receives, he is given on de­
ficiency point, for each “F,” two. 
If, at any time, this deficiency 
total is greater than 18 quarter 
grade points, he becomes ineligi­
ble. A  “B” grade will balance a 
“D”  and an “A”  an “F.”
More Strict
“This is a more strict rule than 
that of the old Skyline,”  Schwank 
said.
In order to become eligible 
again, the athlete must be in 
school for two quarters between 
two consecutive seasons of partic­
ipation and meet the above re­
quirements.
An athlete must also complete 
his seasons of eligibility within 
five calendar years from the be­
ginning of his first quarter regis­
tration, according to Big Sky rules.
A  transfer student from another 
four-year college is ineligible for 
three quarters—an NCAA ruling. 
A  graduate of a junior college, or 
a transfer from a junior college
with 72 quarter hours credit of 
acceptable work, becomes imme­
diately eligible in the Big Sky.
Regular Channels 
In order to combat excessive 
subsidization of athletes, the Big 
Sky requires that all financial aid 
received by a student, except that 
which comes from his immediate 
family, be administered by the in­
stitution under procedures estab­
lished for giving scholarships and 
aid to other students.
The operating code of the Big 
Sky, relative to aid to athletes 
states: “ In order to make it pos­
sible for student athletes to have 
sufficient time to pursue their 
studies, participate in athletics, 
and enjoy a cross section of stu­
dent life and activities, member 
institutions are permitted to give 
scholarships, grants-in-aid, and/or 
part-time employment.”
This aid is, however, limited to 
the student’s actual educational 
expenses.
The maximum grants-in-aid al­
lowed by the Big Sky—in order 
to provide an adequate athletic 
program on the limited budgets of 
member schools—is somewhat less 
than the NCAA maximum and is 
less than that allowed by most 
larger conferences.
Full Time Equivalents 
Big Sky grants-in-aid may not 
exceed full board, room, fees (tu­
ition) and $75 a year for books
and/or incidentals. This maximum 
is known as a full time equivalent 
grant (FTE).
The NCAA allows board, room, 
fees (tuition), books and $135 a 
year for incidentals. This was the 
amount allowed in the Skyline and 
is the amount allowed in the West­
ern Athletic Conference which in­
cludes several former Skyline 
members.
“ If the $75 allowed by the Big 
Sky is sufficient to pay for books, 
the only basic difference between 
the Big Sky maximum and the 
NCAA maximum is $135 a year,” 
Schwank said.
It must be noted, however, that 
an athlete at MSU who is given 
the maximum Big Sky grant-in- 
aid is required to work 200 hours 
per year for the board portion. 
This is not required by Big Sky 
rules, but is up to the individual 
university.
Schwank said he was not sure 
how many Big Sky schools have 
work programs. “MSC does have 
a similar program,” he said, -“ and 
it is generally MSC with whom we 
are competing for athletes.”
According to Big Sky rules, a 
grant-in-aid may be withdrawn at 
any time for academic or other 
good and sufficient reasons if, in 
the judgment of the issuing agency 
of the institution, the student has 
clearly demonstrated his failure 
to comply with both the spirit and
the letter of the original terms of 
the grant-in-aid.
MSU grants to all except fresh­
men, are given on a quarter-to- 
quarter basis and can be stopped 
at the end of any quarter if school 
officials feel it necessary.
Freshmen grants at MSU are 
given on a full year basis and 
cannot be stopped because of a 
refusal to play or for a lack of 
ability. The MSU policy for fresh­
men is a carryover from the Sky­
line Conference, which required 
that they be given grants for a full 
year.
“Grants cannot be stopped for a 
refusal to play or for a lack of 
ability because the aid is not a 
direct grant to play athletics,”  ac­
cording to Dr. Earl Lory, MSU 
faculty athletic representative.
The University also makes it a 
policy to continue grants to all 
players injured competing in ath­
letics for MSU.
“All money contributed to MSU 
for athletic scholarships must be 
administrated t h r o u g h  normal 
University channels in compliance 
with NCAA rules,”  Schwank said.
“Such money as is contributed 
by the Silvertip Quarterbacks 
Club and the Century Club is 
placed in the Endowment Fund 
and transferred to the scholarship 
portion of the athletic budget by 
regular accounting procedures as 
it is needed,”  he said.
(Continued tomorrow)
t r
YOUR STORE WITH MORE AT LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES
To the University
One-Stop Shopping
For the Busy Student
Thrifty Buys
For the Student Budget
EASTGATE SHOPPING CENTER —  U.S. Highway 10 East at Van Buren 
ACRES OF FREE PARKING
Just "Cross Over the Bridge" to Tempo and a World of Bargains 
WIN A MONTH'S LIVING EXPENSES — NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
CAMERA AND 127 FILM 
Both for $1.88
STEREO AND HI-FI ALBUMS 
69# to $3.63
KODAK BROWNIE OUTFIT with all accessories $13.48
DOMINION HAIR DRYERS 
$9.90
BOWLING BAGS
Regular $7.68, Now - - - $4.97
$13.88 26" ENGLISH BIKE
3-SPEED (boxed)
CLOCK RADIOS - - - 
WALTHAM WATCHES, both men's and women's
$39.96
$12.28 and $13.48
PLUS TAX
PLUS MANY, MANY MORE GRAND OPENING BARGAINS
Open a Flexi-Pay Account and Say —  “CHARGE IT”
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'Fantasticks’ Cast Initiated Into Orient
Editor’s Note: The following is 
the first in what we hope will he 
a series of articles by Montana 
State University students touring 
the Orient and presenting “The 
Fantasticks.”  The time lapse be­
tween the day the article was writ­
ten and the day of publication is 
due to delivery from mail overseas 
IWAKUNI, Japan—The 12 com­
pany members of the Montana 
State University Masquer’s touring 
company of “The Fantasticks” 
moved on to Korea today (Oct. 
31) after completing a week-long 
tour of Japan. Japan has been an 
exciting beginning for these armed 
forces entertainers.
Under the auspices of the Amer­
ican Educational Theater Asso­
ciation and the USO, the troupe 
has played to the servicemen sta­
tioned in Japan. From Hokkaido to 
Southern Honshu the lively music 
and lyrics of “ The Fantasticks” 
have been well received.
In the early morning one week 
ago the company, under the direc­
tion of Firman H. Brown Jr., the 
U n i v e r s i t y  drama department 
chairman, arrived at Atsugi Naval 
Air Station. They began their work 
almost immediately with an initial 
performance at Tachikawa Air 
Base near Tokyo that evening. 
From that time the students have 
been thoroughly initiated into the 
two new worlds of military and 
oriental life.
Putting themselves in the hands 
of James Fugizaki, USO entertain­
ment co-ordinator for Japan, the 
Masquers flew to the far tip of 
Hokkaido, Japan’s northernmost 
island. An isolated spot, Hokkai­
do’s Wakkanai Air Station proved 
to be a pleasant stop for the troupe. 
The company was billeted in a 
Japanese hotel downtown and 
came face to face with strict non­
occidental life. The “ Fantasticks” 
found themselves in a world of 
central bathing facilities, sleeping 
mats on the floor, and scolding 
maids (one must remove shoes on 
entering).
Hokkaido provided the company 
its first experience in old-fash­
ioned Japanese pullmans. From 
Wakkanai they traveled to Chi- 
tose’s Kuma Station, an army base 
in central Hokkaido. In a close- 
packed sleeper they found an ex­
tremely friendly steward, delight­
ful kimonos for travelling and the 
beds short and narrow.
It was by this time that, the 
company began to realize the real 
pleasure of entertaining the Amer­
ican military abroad. They are 
avid audiences that appreciate live
entertainment from home. This has 
made for high company morale 
and drive.
From Hokkaido the next stop 
was Misawa Air Base and a packed 
house at the Hi-Flier Service Club. 
Another nighttime trainride took 
the group down the northeastern 
coast to Honshu to Tokyo’s Ueno 
Station. Rain in Tokyo was the 
tour’s first encounter with bad 
weather in Japan.
A free evening in Tokyo was
spent at a large bathhouse and 
then a stroll on the Ginza, Tokyo’s 
Broadway.
An engagement with the Ma­
rines at Iwakuni on Southern 
Honshu cut short the Tokyo stay. 
Iwakuni’s huge Sakura Theater 
stage resounded with the music of 
“The Fantasticks” as the company 
played its last show in Japan.
This morning a special flight will 
carry the troupe to Korea and their 
10 days of entertaining the army.☆  ☆  ☆
ON THE WAY—Members of the Masquers company are shown 
somewhere over the Pacific on their way to the Orient where they 
are presenting “The Fantasticks.” In the foreground are Fay Gonsior 
and Firman H. Brown Jr., MSU drama chairman; second row, 
George Baldwin and Judy Fischer, and background, Jim Terrill and 
Patsy Maxson.
☆  ☆  ☆
FINALLY THERE— Three members of “The Fantasticks”—Doug 
James, left, Bruce Buckingham and Jim Terrill—prepare to check 
into a Japanese hotel in Wakkanai, Japan. The group reported being 
well-received in performances to American troops in Japan.
Students Attend, Too
String and Reed Concert Praised
By KENT GARLINGHOUSE 
Kaimin Music Reviewer
. . . and there were students 
there, too.
Whatever teacher assigned his 
class to attend a concert, I salute. 
There was an uncommon number 
of students in attendance Tuesday 
at the Music Recital Hall for a 
particularly good concert that 
featured the Montana String 
Quartet and the Faculty Wood­
wind Quintet.
The String Quartet started the 
program with a very fine rendi­
tion of Mozart. The first move­
ment was handled with true Mo- 
zartian delicacy, which prepared
PIPE REPAIRS 
TOBACCO HEADQUARTERS 
PIPESMOKERS 
PIPES AND ACCESSORIES 
LARRY’S 525 N. Higgins
For Health . . .
For Flavor . . .
COMMUNITY
CREAMERY
Phone 3-3173
for the intimate ball room, pow­
dered wig, swirling hoop skirt fan­
tasy of the second movement. The 
unisons throughout this entire 
piece were extremely good and 
beautifully balanced.
The fugue-like treatment of the 
melody in the third movement was 
enchanting, as the viola and cello 
courted each other in an extremely 
nice unison figure.
Professional Quality
The quartet has once again 
shown its professional quality and 
extreme good taste. It is indeed 
a shame that more of the student 
body does not see fit to attend 
concerts that have a level of per­
formance as fine as any in the 
western states.
The Woodwind Quintet seemed 
to have some trouble with pitch 
in its presentation of Beethoven. 
This composition is indeed trying 
for the French horn; however, this 
part was handled very admirably 
by an addition to the music de­
partment faculty. Mr. Whitwell is 
indeed an addition to the quintet 
and I wish to welcome him to the 
campus.
The oboe part was at times out 
of tune, but as soon as Mr. Her- 
big got his reed thoroughly warm­
ed up, the audience was once again 
treated to the beautiful tone that 
is so characteristic of the oboe.
The quintet has shown tremen­
dous potential, and -with more 
practice together I am sure that 
this will be one of the outstand­
ing organizations on this campus.
The String Quartet closed the 
program with a very nice com­
position by Piston. This is a very 
difficult piece, with time changes 
that would frustrate any per­
former. These rhythm changes 
were handled nicely by the quar­
tet, and I was never in doubt as 
to the exact time. The playing 
was clean and concise, a difficult 
achievement in such a work.
Miss Critelli Praised
The muted second movement 
was ' well done, with particular 
attention to the cello. Miss Carol 
Critelli did a very fine job. In the 
time that I have known her, her 
playing has improved to a very 
high degree.
For a moment during the third 
movement I was afraid that things 
were going to come apart. Mr. 
Andrie had a particularly bad 
page turn, which was handled 
without the loss of a single beat.
In an over-all view, this was 
another outstanding performance 
by two talented, well organized 
groups.
What is a string quartet? Many 
people feel that a quartet repre­
sents four individual players, who 
vie with each other for position. 
On the contrary, a string quartet
Wild Game Processed 
Ducks and Geese Plucked 
Lockers for Rent 
SORENSEN LOCKERS 
230 Brooks (rear)
Martin Denny’s Latest and Greatest LP
A TASTE OF HITS
includes
•  GREEN, GREEN •  ABILENE •  TILL THEN 
and others
JOIN OUR “TEN-PLUS-ONE” RECORD CLUB
JerEve’s Tempo Music
Hammond Arcade Missoula
(Shortest distance between two points is SERVICE)
must function like the fingers of 
a hand, the hand being the music. 
All of the performers must be 
of a caliber that will allow them 
to interact as a single unit, rather 
than four individual performers. 
This is very difficult for the per­
former to learn, for he must not 
only think of his own performance 
but also consider the other three 
players. All must play as one. This 
is not an attempt at mediocrity, 
for all of the players must be able 
to know exactly what the other 
members of the group are doing, 
or the result is total chaos. ,
My compliments to the Montana 
String Quartet and the Faculty 
Woodwind Quintet for a very fine 
performance. I hope to see more 
students at future performances.
LIBRARY CLOSED MONDAY 
The MSU Library will be closed 
on Monday, Nov. 11, but will be 
open as usual on Saturday and 
Sunday, Nov. 9 and 10.
M O R E  T H A N
12,000
M O N T A N A  
P E O P LE  H A V E  
O W N E R S H IP
IN
The
Monfana Power 
Company
Have a Pepsi—
“/or those who 
think young”
Buy a Bottle 
. . .  a carton 
. . .  a case . . .
REFRESHING 
FOR FALL
PEPSI-COLA
2127 Ernest Avenne 
Phone 549-1370
Tune-Up Now for 
Winter Driving
Our expert engine tune-up 
assures smooth, economical 
performance u n d e r  the 
most rugged conditions.
Madison Street 
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Greeks9 Problem Is One o f Communications
By MARY ELLEN MYRENE 
Special for the Kaimin
“Within a year, a movement has 
begun which will at least bring the 
fraternity question into active dis­
cussion and force the fraternities 
-to defend their reputation, if not 
their right to exist.” '
The ultimatum sounds familiar, 
and it radiates a mid-20th century 
sobriety that is naively termed 
original.
It might be surprising, then, to 
learn that this do-or-die sentiment 
swept college campuses across the 
TJ.S. nearly 60 years ago when, as 
tradition would have us believe, 
all was well on frat row.
Not Easy or New
If nothing else, it teaches an 
important lesson to today’s grass- 
root critics who would solve or dis­
solve the fraternity question with 
one fell swoop. That is, the prob­
lem tain’t new . . . and it tain’t 
easy.
Our campus philosophers would 
do well to forget for a moment 
the creeds of their forebearers and 
overbearers, close their auto­
graphed copies of the “Lonely 
Crowd,” and think for themselves.
With mental supports in place,
LAY-AW AY NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS
Holiday Village 
Open Mon. and Fri. Evenings
ROYAL
CROWN
COLA
Zip Beverage Co.
Manufacturers and Jobbers
Missoula, Mont.
the next great need is proof and 
plenty of it. What does the Uni­
versity administration think of the 
Greek system? How do Greeks and 
Independents feel about each 
other?
What do Greeks think about 
other Greeks? How do they feel 
about each other within a living 
group? What dov they think of 
themselves as individuals?
These judgments are difficult to 
make. Important ones usually are. 
But is is upon this razor sharp 
pyramid of social conjecture that 
the Greek system has assumed the 
rather tender position it occupies 
today, and the answers are vital.
The answers trademarked Mon­
tana State University are inter­
esting ones.
Administration Support 
While the administration sup­
ports and encourages the existence 
of Greek letter societies, it admit­
tedly sleeps with one eye open. 
And despite this habit firmly based 
on experience, the higher echelon 
has become the target of more 
than one attack.
One predominate grumble, ex­
pressed here in the words of an 
MSU sorority president, g o e s  
something like this: “They claim 
they are preparing us to be adults, 
but when are they going to let 
us be adults?” >
This paradox is surely not lim­
ited to Greeks alone, but it seems 
to hit them the hardest. For in 
addition to a well-meaning ad­
ministration, they must cope with 
a well-meaning national, a well- 
meaning alum group, and a well- 
meaning social-academic schedule, 
all trying to “make them adults” 
after their own peculiar fashion.
“We’ve got to be given more 
room by someone,” this sorority 
officer claims. “Sometimes I won­
der how they expect us to function 
as human beings.”
The cold, hard problem is that 
a dedication to functioning as hu­
man beings almost always carries 
with it an unintentional but real 
shortsightedness. N
Guilty as Charged 
The administration, the nation­
als, the alums—you and I—are 
guilty as charged. The common 
factor: all are human; the common 
hope: most can learn from their 
mistakes.
However, kissing the sore does 
not make it better. And if the shoe 
is too tight, someone has to yell, 
“ Ouch.”  Someone is.
Meanwhile, back in the adminis­
tration, plans are being made to 
introduce new life blood on the 
campus in the form of one and 
possibly two new national sorori­
ties.
The fact that some already es­
tablished chapters are experienc­
ing difficulties is described by one 
administrative observer as “par 
for the course.”
A  fraternity man himself, this 
official listed self-respect and self­
conduct as two areas where the 
Greek system is falling short. 
Trying to Conform 
“They’re trying too hard to be 
like everyone else. Greek letter 
societies should be qualitatively 
different, qualitatively better. A  
Greek should take pride in know­
ing how to perform.”
It has long been MSU’s experi­
ence here that this attitude can
NoDoz keeps you mentally 
alert with the same safe re­
fresher found in coffee and 
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster, 
handier, more reliable. Abso- 
uletely n o t  habit-forming.
aggravate beyond proportion the 
already touchy feeling between 
Greeks and Independents, a feel­
ing that neither side particularly 
enjoys but which both employ.
Many at MSU have found that 
this attitude that Greeks should be 
“better” is wrong. Individual 
goodness often is brought about 
by competition, but it is wrong 
that it should depend upon com­
petition.
The Greek system, taken out of 
context, appears dangerously close 
to the latter.
What many Greeks fail to re­
member is that, more often than 
not, their living group is taken out 
of context, the very context of 
brotherhood that justifies it in 
their eyes. Communication in this 
area will not only help them, it 
will save them.
These sorority rush figures, 
made even more impressive by the 
fact that 30 openings are still 
available, should give the Greeks 
enough reason to try to communi­
cate:
1961— 268 registered—148 pledged
1962—  239 registered— 130 pledged
1963— 239 registered— 114 pledged
The problem of Greek-Inde­
pendent rivalry is a common one 
and requires a common effort. 
Both sides not only must prove 
that they can meet half-way, but 
that they can go an inch further. 
It is a terribly long inch at times.
But if both Greeks and Inde­
pendents can uphold the reason to 
try, the first real conclusion they 
will share could be that this has 
been a pretty silly war.
Much the same can be said of 
Greeks concerning other Greeks. 
While the age-old queen race, ac­
tivities race and grade race may 
be partially forgiven in view of an 
honest pride, there has developed 
a nationwide house “image” that 
must be upheld at the grassroot 
levels.
Doors Need Opening
Behind the large oak ' doors, 
there comes the disquieting feel­
ing that this national ego is un­
necessary, unfortunate and indeed, 
frankly stupid. Many doors need 
to be opened, and they must be 
opened from the inside.
As it stands now, the well estab­
lished Greek letter groups on cam­
pus have turned, at least in lip 
service, to the prospect of an outer 
give-and-take relationship among 
themselves. Necessity and desire 
are their two motivations.
The first was well described by 
an official of an eastern university 
when he said, “ In institutions 
small enough for the students to 
know each other, there is the same 
contest among Greek groups that 
there is among the European pow­
ers. The strong must not get too 
strong and the weak must be bol­
stered up.”
The second motivation—desire— 
has been a sincere one and is get­
ting more attention now than ever 
before. Most Greeks admit how­
ever, that not much, or at least not 
enough has happened so far.
Finding Themselves
But in spite of its slow realiza­
tion, Greeks as individuals, groups 
and a system still promise to bene­
fit a great deal by this goal. 
Through it they could not only 
find each other, but perhaps a 
forgotten part of themselves.
Next time monotony makes 
you feel drowsy while driving, 
working or studying, do as 
millions do . . . perk up with 
safe, effective NoDoz tablets. 
A nother fin e  product o f  G rove 
Laboratories.
Finding themselves as idividuals 
has so far been a group project 
rightly termed as one of the great 
advantages of Greek living. For 
behind the great white columns 
exists an organic body of growing 
people, living with and learning 
from each other.
This, of course, may be attrib­
uted to any group of individuals, 
but in this case, there is a special 
difference. To those who haven’t 
experienced it, the difference 
seems based on a sometimes hu­
morous, sometimes pitiful exhibi­
tion of human clinging.
Call it what you may, the spe­
cially defined cohesion of brother­
hood is one that should not be 
treated lightly. And its only justi­
fication can be that which is gained 
through experience.
The problem of adjustment is 
usually minor when new members 
ascend the second floor steps with 
their heavy luggage and high 
hopes. In almost every case, the 
“house’ has become a home. New 
blood, new pride and new strength 
are the result. There is no weak­
ness here.
The weakness, rather, is that 
the Greeks cannot express the 
scope of their needs to the admin­
istration. They cannot express the 
scope of their motivations to the 
Independents. And they cannot 
express the- scope of their humane­
ness to other Greeks.
The weakness is with sheer 
communication.
Sony Tape Recorders
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Mr, K,  Implies Convoy Dispute 
Could Have Led to Total War
MOSCOW (AP) —  Premier 
Khrushchev told visiting Ameri­
can businessmen yesterday that if 
the U.S. convoy dispute on the 
Berlin autobahn had continued “ it 
is possible that you and I would 
not be here today.”
While this carried the implica­
tion of a nuclear war, Khrushchev 
did not mention such a dread 
prospect directly.
He insisted the question was 
simply one of meeting force with 
force should the Americans try 
to break through a Soviet block­
ade.
“We would not have yielded,” 
the premier said, “and they would 
have had to move over our dead 
bodies.”
Despite the grave concern the 
latest autobahn incident has cre­
ated in world capitals, Khrushchev 
warned that more Western con­
voys will be held up unless they 
bow to what he called established 
procedure.
The premier said the dispute 
was solved Wednesday morning 
when the U.S. convoy, held up 
since Monday at the western end 
of the autobahn, agreed to “ob­
serve the established procedure.”
This view was promptly dis-
Russian People 
‘Secret Allies,’ 
Says Lapiken
The Russian people are Amer­
ica’s secret allies, Peter P. Lapiken 
said yesterday in a talk sponsored 
by the Young Americans for Free­
dom.
Mr. Lapiken, associate professor 
of foreign languages, said the life 
of the Russian people “ is a horror.
“Everybody knows that, includ­
ing the Russians,”  he said.
Mr. Lapiken showed slides and 
commented on his 1960 trip to 
Russia.
Only four per cent of the Rus­
sian people are members of the 
Communist party, he said.
“ It’s not easy to sneak into the 
Communist party,”  Mr. Lapiken 
said. “ They can’t provide too much 
comfort for too many people.
‘ ‘Don’t believe that the Russian 
people adore this regime. This is 
hardly an adorable regime.”
At the present time about three 
million people are being held in 
Russian concentration camps, Mr. 
Lapiken said.
“No. wonder the people are un­
happy,”  he said as he showed a 
slide of a pig sty with a roof better 
than the roof of a house on one of 
the Russian communal farms.
Mr. Lapiken explained the situ­
ation by pointing out that the pigs 
are the property of the government 
so they deserve the best of care.
As he told of discussing the So­
viet space program and how well 
the space capsules were equipped, 
Mr. Lapiken quoted a Russian as 
saying, “ I wish we had such nice 
flushing toilets in our houses.”
Women’s Rules 
To Be Discussed
Former AWS president, Kemmie 
Kammerzell, will address Montana 
Forum Friday on some of the so­
cial regulations that concern MSU 
women.
Miss Kammerzell is a graduate 
student in political science.
The meeting is at noon in the 
Territorial rooms.
puted both in Washington and by 
Maj. Gen. James H. Polk, U.S. 
commandant in Berlin. Polk said 
the Americans refused the Soviet 
demand that the 44 men in the 
convoy dismount for a count.
Religious Turmoil 
Blamed on Reds
SAIGON, South Viet Nam (AP) 
—  The new revolutionary gov­
ernment’s security minister said 
yesterday the Viet Cong Commun­
ists are trying to stir religious 
strife in South Viet Nam in the 
wake of the coup that destroyed 
Ngo Dinh Diem’s regime.
Maj. Gen. Ton That Dinh said 
success of the revolution has 
stricken the Viet Cong with fear 
of annihilation in a revitalized 
military campaign and that they 
are desperately trying througn re­
ligious channels to divide the 
people and spread confusion.
Dinh reiterated in a statement 
that the military revolutionary 
committee which won power Sat­
urday “stands for freedom and 
equality of religion and national 
solidarity to combat the Com­
munists and rebuild Viet Nam.”
Rocky Will Start 
Campaign Today
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) —  Gov. 
Nelson A. Rockefeller will be­
come today the first declared 
candidate for the 1964 Republican 
presidential nomination and is 
expected to offer himself as a 
middle-of-the-roader.
After a formal statement at 8:30 
a.m., he will fly immediately to 
New Hampshire to resume his 
campaign to win that state’s key 
presidential preference primary 
next March 10. Some observers 
consider that primary, the first of 
1964, as a make-or-break test for 
Rockefeller, now far behind in 
public opinion polls on GOP vot­
ers’ choice for a candidate.
House Passes Bill 
For College Aid
WASHINGTON (AP) —  The 
House passed yesterday a bill that 
would help the nation’s colleges
Folk Singers’ 
Forum Tonight
MSU’s first folk song forum of 
the year is tonight at 7:30 in the 
College Inn, according to Ed Ret- 
tig, chairman of the Student Union 
cultural committee.
Rettig said that campus folk 
singers James A. Leedy, assistant 
professor of art, and Jay Rummel 
will entertain.
The Sentinel Three, Dave Stiles, 
Bruce Innes and Jack Ryan, also 
will perform.
A  workshop also will be in­
cluded in the meeting. Anyone 
interested in folk music is invited 
to participate in the “song-swap­
ping” and exchange of ideas.
If the forum is a success, Rettig 
said, the Student Union may plan 
more for the future. A  giant folk 
song forum or Hootenany may be 
planned for sometime during win­
ter quarter.
No admission will be charged for 
tonight’s forum.
construct facilities needed to meet 
expanding enrollments.
It would authorize $1,195,000,000 
in federal grants and loans during 
the next three years for construc­
tion of classrooms and libraries 
in colleges, junior colleges and 
graduate schools.
The bill is a compromise be­
tween different versions passed 
earlier by both the House and 
Senate.
Final passage by the Senate is 
needed before it is sent to the 
White House. Backers of the bill 
said they hope the Senate will 
act as soon as it finishes work 
on a foreign aid authorization bill, 
probably next week.
Mississippi Vote 
To Be Challenged
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) —  Negro 
leaders said yesterday they would 
challenge of the outcome of Mis­
sissippi’s governor race—using an 
old Reconstruction law as the basis 
for a federal suit.
Bob Moses, a civil rights leader, 
said a suit was being drawn aimed 
at voiding the election of Paul B. 
Johnson, winner in the bitterly 
fought governor’s campaign.
The old federal law allows a 
defeated candidate in a state or 
federal election to challenge, the 
outcome of the race if his sup­
porters were unlawfully denied 
the right to vote because of race.
Moses said the results of the 
write-in campaign and of a “mock 
election” indicated that at least 
80,000 persons would have voted 
for Henry if they had not been 
disenfranchised.
Johnson defeated Republican 
Rubel Phillips in Tuesday’s gen­
eral election.
Rescue of Miners 
Still a Day Away
BROISTEDT, Germany (AP) —  
A miner waited yesterday to make 
a perilous trip about 200 feet be­
low ground to connect a rescue 
shaft with a tunnel in a flooded 
mine where 11 men have been 
trapped for 13 days. But rescue 
remained at least a day away.
Rescuers first hoped to lower 
tools to the entombed men and 
have them dig a horizontal tunnel 
to the rescue shaft.
They announced their new plans 
after the shaft through which the 
tools were to be lowered missed 
its target by five feet.
The trapped men have been re­
ceiving clothing and food since 
Sunday through a shaft too nar­
row to send tools. Their food has 
to be mashed to fit into a capsule 
an inch in diameter that moves 
up and down the shaft like an 
elevator.
M FT to Hear 
Miss Miller 
And Fiedler
The Montana Federation of 
Teachers will hear talks by Leslie 
Fiedler, MSU English professor 
and nationally famed critic and 
author, and Harriet Miller, state 
superintendent of public instruc­
tion, when the federation meets 
here this weekend.
Mr. Fiedler will discuss “ Free­
dom and Responsibility: the Obli­
gation of the Teacher” at 4 p.m. 
tomorrow in the University The­
ater.
Miss Miller will speak that eve­
ning at 7:30 on “Current Develop­
ments in Montana Education.” A 
coffee hour will follow her talk.
The Saturday program features 
Ed Lashman, of the AFL-CIO pub­
lic relations department, speaking 
on “Political Extremists.” There 
also will be an address by Phil 
Weightman, assistant director of 
the National Committee on Politi­
cal Education, AFL-CIO, on “Civil 
Rights.”  At a 6:30 p.m. banquet at 
the Florence Hotel “Medical Care 
in Saskatchewan” will be the topic 
of an address by Ray Atkinson.
The expansion of the state and 
national economy will be discussed 
by George Heliker, professor of 
economics at MSU, on Sunday at 
9:15 a.m. Panels have been sched­
uled intermittently during the 
three-day convention.
The convention is open to the 
public, Don McDonald, president 
of the MFT, announced.
“ The Friday evening session 
should be of particular interest be­
cause it will be a joint meeting 
with the Farmer-Labor Institute,” 
he added.
Policy Formation 
Faculty’s Role, 
Lecturer States
Faculty members should have 
an active part in forming the poli­
cies of a university, according to 
William P. Fidler, general secre­
tary of the American Association 
of University Professors.
In a lecture given yesterday 
afternoon in the Music Recital 
Hall, Mr. Fidler spoke on “The 
Process of Faculty Participation 
in American Universities.”
Although college and university 
presidents and deans exert admin­
istrative control’ faculty members 
should have some voice in making 
decisions, Mr. Fidler said.
Educational policies, appoint­
ment of department heads, selec­
tion of institutional presidents and 
deans and budgetrmaking are 
some of the matters in which fac­
ulty members should participate, 
Mr. Fidler said.
He remarked that faculty mem­
bers should periodically review 
the work of faculty advisory com­
mittees.
Faculty participation in a col­
lege or university government 
should be for the purpose of con­
tributing to the education of the 
student, he concluded.
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Classified Ads
Classified Rates
Each line (5 w ords average)
first in sertion __________________ 20c
Each consecutive in ser tion _____ 10c
(n o  change o f  copy in consecutive 
insertions)
Classified Deadlines
N oon the day preceding publication. 
If errors are made in an advertise­
m ent immediate n otice  m ust be 
given the publishers since w e are 
responsible fo r  only one incorrect 
insertion.
PHONE 543-7241, 
Extension 218 or 219
1. LOST AND FOUND
LO ST: Central Europe History Spiral 
N otebook. Ph. Hughes, 9-7054. 20-2p
14 HOBBIES
DO-IT-YOURSELFERS—W e are, now  
taking orders fo r  green walnut lum ber 
to  be delivered W inter Quarter. Call 
9-5310. 2I-2c
18. TYPING
TYPIN G, b y  electric typew riter 9-4035.
_______________________________________l l t f c
EXPERT TYPIN G, Telephone 543-6515.
_______ 2-tfc
TYPIN G, reasonable rates. Call 9-7282.
_______________________________________3 -tfc
TYPIN G, Finest Quality, MSU Business 
graduate. E lectric typew riter. Phone 
3-4894. 3tfc
TYPIN G—HIGHEST Q UALITY, gram ­
mar, punctuation, spelling corrected. 
25 years experience. 3-6521 or  9-5226.
17-tfc
19. INSURANCE
STATE FARM  Insurance—Life, A uto. 
Paul Ziem kow ski, 549-1471, 601 W. 
Broadw ay. gtfc
20. HELP WANTED
D RAFTSM AN  thoroughly experienced 
at draw ing and lettering graphs fo r  
technical publications. Call Dr. A m ­
mons, Ext. 266, betw een 9:30 and 11:30 
a.m., SOONI 19-4c
21. WORK WANTED
IRONING— "U ”  district. Phone 9-0703.
___________l lt f c
27. FURNITURE
MATELICH Trailer Sales, Used Furnl^
ture.__________________________________l lt f c
ELMER SHEA’S. 939 Stephens. 549- 
7131.____________________________________ 11-29C
30. APPLIANCE FOR SALE
MATELICH Trailer Sales, Used A p­
pliances._____________________________ l lt f c
VAN N'S, K ensington at H wy. 93. GE 
A ppliances, TV  Stereo and Guaranteed 
Used Appliances. 20tfc
32. APPLIANCE REPAIR 
MODERN REFRIGERATION and ap­
pliance service. A ll m akes and m odels, 
dom estic and com m ercial. 214 E. Main 
543-4640. 9tfc
37. WANTED TO BUY
DEER HIDES— w ill p ick  up. Ph. 3- 
4896 or  com e to 835 E. Broadw ay,
Apt. 2,_______________________________17-op
OLD COINS and small antiques and 
early M ontana history books. H obby 
House, 135 E. Main. ^21 -8c
39. WANTED TO SELL
5-STRING BANJO. Orpheum N o. 3. 
$95. Phone 3-7842 after 5 p.m . 16-7c 
M A N ’S WHITE FORM AL JACK ET and 
dress pants. Call 2-2854 m ornings or
evenings.____________________________ 19-4c
PORTABLE STEREO, G ood  Condition, 
Phone 9-2201 after 7 p.m . l9-4c
LADIES’ N ORDICA SKI BOOTS. Size 
7%, Brand N ew  $25. Ladies’ F leetw ing 
Bike. $25. Rm. 464 Ext. 594. 20tfc 
5% DISCOUNT to students. Yamaha 
pianos, m usical instruments. Missoula 
Organ and Piano Center. 1800 South 
A ve., West. 20-14c
SEWING MACHINE, like new . also 
dryer, good condition. Ph. 9-5378. 20-5c 
EXCELLENT PUM P SHOTGUN, w ith 
variable choke, $45. Ph. 9-4798. 21tfc
44. AVIATION
LEARN  TO FLY. Missoula Aerial Serv­
ice, F .A .A . A p proved  Flight School, 
542-284). 11-tfc
45. BICYCLES
MISSOULA CYCLE SALES. 200 S. 3rd.
13-2Sc
46. MOTORCYCLES
MISSOULA CYCLE SALES. 549-0014.
13-2SC
47. MOBILE HOMES 
M ATELICH Trailer Sales, Parts, Serv­
ice . 11-tfc
52. ROOM FOR RENT 
ROOM FOR TW O  quiet m ale students. 
Private entrance. Phone 9-8508 fo r  ap­
pointm ent. 11-tfc
54. AUTO PARTS & REPAIRING
B ILL & D AVE’S B od y  Shop —  549-
6331._________________________________9-16c
HOFFMAN AU TO —  Rebuild. B ody 
w ork , 549-0301. 9tfc
55. AUTOS WANTED
CLEAN USED CARS—W e pay top  
prices, 93 Chrysler-Plym outh. 20tic
56. AUTOS FOR SALE
MUST SELL— ’57 Jeep Station W agon. 
4-W D  hubs, good condition, $995. 543-
7740._______________________ 19~4c
LARG EST SELECTION o f  used cars in  
Missoula. 93 Chrysler-Plym outh. 20tfc 
FEM ALE LU RE—Austin Healey, 9-7643 
after 3. 21-2c
Attend a Free Christian Science Lecture
entitled
"Christian Science: The Transforming 
Power of Divine Love"
By Charles Louis Reilly, C.S.B. of Los Angeles, Calif. 
In the Church Auditorium, 138 East Pine Street 
Sunday, November 10, 3:00 p.m.
ALL ARE WELCOME
ATTENTION, HUNTERS!
Warm, Comfortable Clothing for Outdoor Wear 
Huge Selection, Famous Brands, Prices Very Reasonable!
SELECT NOW!
Flannel Shirts, three plaids -------------------- ----------------------------- $2.47
Wool Hunting Shirts--------------------------------------- -------$6.95 to $12.95
Double Backed Hunting Coats_____ ________________________ $14.50
Malone and Woolrich Hunting Pants—All Wool —$11.95 to $17.95
Dacron Insulated Filled Underwear__:------------------------ $12.95 a set
Cotton Tight Woven Mesh Underwear—Two-Piece —$1.95 a piece
Leather Boots for the Hunter------------------- =-----------$11.95 to $38.95
Rubber Pacs by Hood, noninsulated---------------------$11.95 to $15.95
Insulated__________ $13.95 to $19.95
Heavy Sox (Kodiak), Wools and B lends------------------- 59tf to $1.35
Heavy Wool Coats from Woolrich, Filson and
Five Brothers_______________________________$15.95 to $27.95
All Kinds of Gloves and Mittens!
45! N o r t h  H i g g i n s , M i s s o u l a , M o n t a n a
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